The Russian Fossil Fuel Exclusion List

Financial institutions must cease financial services for the following fossil fuel companies operating in Russia.

Companies in the Global Coal Exit List with their headquarters in Russia

- Altraso Ventures Ltd
- AsiaGroupCompany LLC
- CC Kolmar LLC
- Coal Star Co Ltd
- EN+ Group IPJSC
- JSC Donugol
- JSC Federal Freight Co
- JSC HC SDS
- JSC Kuznetskinveststroy
- JSC SUEK Group
- JSC Ural Mining Metallurgical Co
- JSC Vorkutaugol
- Karakan Invest
- Karbo-Trade Ltd
- LLC Rostov Universal Port
- LLC Ugolny Razrez
- LLC VostokUgol-Dixon
- Mechel PAO
- MelTek LLC
- Ogodzhinskaya Coal Co LLC
- OJSC OGK-2
- OTEKO-Portservice LLC
- PAO Severstal
- PJSC Inter RAO
- PJSC Kuzbasskaya Toplivnaya Kompaniya
- PJSC Magadanenergo
- PJSC Priargunsky Industrial Mining and Chemical Union
- PJSC RusHydro
- Razrez Arshanovsky LLC
- Razrez Tailepsky LLC
- Resurs LLC
- Russian Coal JSC
- Sibanthracite Group
- Sibuglemet Group LLC
- Southern Coal Co LLC
- TALTEK Group of Companies
- TC Carbon
- Territorial Generation Co No 14 PJSC
- Ugleprominvest Group
• ZAO Stroyservis
• OOO COTES Engineering

Companies in the Global Oil & Gas Exit List with their headquarters in Russia:

• PJSC Gazprom
• PJSC Rosneft Oil Company
• PJSC LUKOIL
• PAO NOVATEK
• Surgutneftegaz PJSC
• PJSC Tatneft
• Irkutsk Oil Company Co LLC
• PJSC RussNeft
• JSC NK Neftisa
• PJSC Joint Stock Oil Company Bashneft
• JSC Zarubezhneft
• OOO Yargeo
• JSC Independent Petroleum Company (NNK)
• NZNP Trade LLC
• JSC RusGazDobycha
• PJSC Transneft

Top coal non-russian companies active in Russia:

• Fortum Oyj
• Coeclerici SpA
• Tigers Realm Coal Ltd

Top 20 oil and gas non-russian companies active in Russia:

• BP (announced its withdrawal)
• TotalEnergies
• Wintershall Dea
• Shell (announced its withdrawal)
• ONGC (India)
• OMV
• CNPC (parent)
• ExxonMobil (announced its withdrawal)
• Sinopec
• JOGMEC
• Silk Road Fund
• Mitsui
• Mitsubishi Corp
• Oil India
• PetroVietnam
• Beijing Gas
- Indian Oil
- Bharat Petroleum Corp (BPCL)
- Mubadala Petroleum
- Trafigura